tive and theoretical narrative with sections on psychosomatic illness, children and adolescents, marital problems, old age, subnormality, psychopathy and the problems of alcoholism and drug addiction. As a further illustration of the book's practical deficiencies, the management of the alcoholic, surely one of the commonest of the general practitioner's psychiatric patients, is to be accomplished by detoxification and speedy referral to Alcoholics Anonymous. The book concludes with a Part IV on psychiatric emergencies which does contain a short but rather good section on suicide and attempted suicide.
It is not an easy thing to write a whatto-do or how-to-behave sort of book. It takes the skill of an accomplished novelist to convey, for example, the inflections, gestures and words that might illustrate adequately the psychotherapeutic interaction which would end with the patient feeling understood and accepted. And yet just such a book is sorely needed for the general practitioner and for many others as well. Regrettably, authors Merskey and Tonge have not produced it. They aimed to write a whatto-do book, instead they produced a short but standard psychiatric textbook. Medical students might find it useful. Practitioners will not. The aim of the authors, as set forth in the preface, was to produce a short textbook of psychiatry which would be easily understood and which would emphasize the practical rather than the theoretical. To paraphrase them, they do not expect that a doctor after reading their book will any longer be "at a loss when faced with his patient in the surgery." These are highly laudable aims, enough to quicken the pulse of a reviewer who has despaired of finding just such a book for his students. How well, then, do authors Merskey and Tonge fare?
After such an encouraging preface, it is a surprise to encounter a table of contents that looks barely distinguishable from any standard textbook on psychiatry. Undismayed, the reader plunges into the text looking eagerly for the what to do and what to say. Part I tells you to take a complete history and then lays out the enormous number of headings of the standard psychiatric history. Part II takes you, in simple terms, through the description and theories of the neuroses, the psychoses, the organic syndromes, before at last bringing you to a twentypage section on principles of psychotherapy. But even here one looks in vain Las Pslcoterapias Y el Psicoterapeuta for useful illustrations of how to behave.
Gregorio Bermann: Buenos Aires: EdiYou are told to be "understanding and torial Paidos, 1964. pp. 250 . accepting", to be "warm yet detached", to "selectively encourage the patient to This book contains about twenty talk", to "discuss your relationship with papers which were presented in July, the patient" without once being given 1962, in an Argentinian Symposium on examples of how these things are to be Psychotherapy in Cordoba. This Symaccomplished. You are given several pages posium was organized in five sessions, on the theory of behaviour therapy and each one consisting of a few papers and several more on psychotherapy and learn-a round-table discussion. The topic of ing theory. Part II continues the descrip-the first session concerned the knowledge 520
